Midwest Surveys’ online GIS solution, MSIMap, is a client-driven application that is fully customizable based on project requirements. MSIMap is available exclusively to Midwest Surveys clients through any internet browser, at no additional charge.

MSIMap’s base data includes Cadastral Fabric Boundaries, Hydrology, Road Infrastructure, and Satellite Imagery, along with over 30 layers of data and information most crucial to your project, including licensed wells, facilities, pipelines, transmission lines, and more. Custom analysis tools, such as the Well Lease placement tool, Right of Way (ROW) construction tool, and Constraints Buffer tool, assist in decision-making and reduce costs.

Client specific logins are provided for on-demand access and security of sensitive project information. Midwest’s GIS team possesses the technical expertise to support a variety of projects with experience in well mapping, pipeline routing, large pipeline projects, pipeline integrity, and analysis of oil and gas data.

**FUNCTIONALITY**

- Plan well and pipeline locations
- Draw, edit, and analyze
- Measure distances to nearby features
- Generate crossing reports
- View hydrology
- Convert sketches to PDF
- View facility and environment data
- Import/export data sets, shape files, and LiDAR data
- Create and compile project profiles

**GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE***

- British Columbia
- Alberta
- Saskatchewan
- Manitoba

* View aerial imagery, bare earth, and full feature LiDAR imagery from much of these areas.

If you would like to learn more about MSIMap, please contact your client representative for a complimentary 30-day trial:

1-800-387-3032 • msimap@midwestsurveys.com